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Entertaining and gripping fiction that exposes the darker side of 
foreign places. Books for your travels, whether imaginary or real.

TROUBLE   Katja Ivar

Finnish investigator Hella Mauzer investigates the roadside 
killing of her father, a spy during WWII. A hit and run 
accident say the police, file closed. Not for Hella.

‘The manipulation of the evidence is worthy of Agatha 
Christie. But the quirky humour is Ivar’s own.’  The Times

UK Jan 23/US Feb 23 • £9.99 • $15.95
PB 978-1913394-776 • eB-UK 978-1913394-790 • eB-US 978-1913394-783

THE HAND THAT FEEDS YOU   Mercedes Rosende

Murder and mayhem in Montevideo. The failed robbery of 
an armoured car is a bonanza for Ursula Lopez. But the 
inept thieves and the police are closing in.

‘Rosende’s writing is fast, slick and acerbically funny: 
buckle up and enjoy the ride.’  Guardian

UK February 23/US March 23 • £9.99 • $15.95
PB 978-1913394-745 • eB-UK 978-1913394-769 • eB-US 978-1913394-752  

THE TRANSLATOR   Harriet Crawley

A taut thriller and a passionate love story set in Moscow 
and centred on a plot to cut the undersea cables linking the 
US to the UK. 

‘An intricate, stylish political thriller brimful of poetry and 
love.’  Rachel Polonsky

UK March 23 • £16.99 
HB 978-1913394-806 • eB-UK 978-1913394-820 • eB-US 978-1913394-813
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THE MAN IN THE CORDUROY SUIT   James Wolff

British spy Leonard Flood is asked to investigate the 
poisoning in London of a retired secret service officer 
suspected of being a Russian agent.

‘Wolff is a must for anyone who’s enjoyed Le Carré or 
Herron.’  Ann Cleeves

UK May 23/US June 23 • £9.99 • $15.95
PB 978-1913394-844 • eB-UK 978-1913394-868 • eB-US 978-1913394-851

THE MURDER OF ANTON LIVIUS 
Hansjörg Schneider

A man has been shot in the head and found hanging from 
a butcher’s hook from the roof of his garden shed in Basel. 
Inspector Hunkeler investigates.

‘Reminiscent of Wallander and Rebus, a little jaded and a 
bit rebellious.’  NB Magazine

UK June 23/US July 23 • £9.99 • $15.95
PB 978-1913394-875 • eB-UK 978-1913394-899 • eB-US 978-1913394-882  


